Good afternoon. Thank you for taking the time to be here.
My name is Koichiro Watanabe, President of the Dai-ichi-Life Insurance Company, Limited.
Let me start the presentation. Please turn to page 2.
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3 highlights of my presentation are shown here.
The first point is about our financial results: throughout the last fiscal year, we implemented
countermeasures to adjust to the harsh business environment around us, including (1) the
negative impact of the Great East Japan Earthquake and (2) the worsening financial markets after
the European sovereign debt crisis. While placing top priority on the operations associated with
customers affected by the earthquake, we steadily progressed our measures under our mediumterm management plan for sustainable growth.
The second point is about our corporate value: our group EEV increased to 2,661.5 billion yen as
of March 31, 2011. Although interest rates lowered, in addition to the positive impact of reduced
corporate tax rates, the value of new business and other items related to non-economic
assumptions, including operating expense ratio, improved and contributed to the increase in EEV.
The third point is about our management strategies: we established measures for FY2012, which
represents the 110th anniversary of our foundation, to achieve growth thereafter. Following the
Great East Japan Earthquake, all officers and employees in the Dai-ichi Life group will share the
importance of life insurance and our mission as a life insurer to deliver the feeling of security to
our customers and strive to fulfill our security function for the recovery of our customers affected
by the earthquake. In addition, we will also implement further measures regarding Enterprise Risk
Management (ERM) by improving returns of each business line taking into account its risk profile
and making disciplined capital allocation to growth areas. Moreover, we established the “Group
Management Headquarters” to enhance our group management with efficiency and speed.
I will explain about the three points one by one in detail. Please turn to page 4.
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Consolidated financial results highlights are as shown here.
Dai-ichi life, on a non-consolidated basis, maintained steady sales of individual insurance. In
addition, the top-line growth was led mainly by (1) DFL’s sales of fixed annuities and (2) TAL, our
subsidiary in Australia: We recorded remarkable sales of fixed annuities through the
bancassurance channel in Japan. Also, acquisition of 100% ownership of TAL contributed to the
increase in ordinary revenues. Net investment income improved as a result of recovery of the
financial markets from the negative impact of the earthquake at the prior fiscal year end. We
recorded accounting adjustments in connection with the reduction in corporate tax rates. As a
result, our ordinary revenue increased significantly but net income increased only slightly.
We revised our earnings forecast for FY2011 on January 31, 2012 and our financial results settled
in line with the forecast. We have made no revision to our dividend forecast and plan to pay 1,600
yen per share.
Please turn to page 5.
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I will explain each Group company’s business results.
First, regarding Dai-ichi Life on a non-consolidated basis, sales, mainly consisting of “Medical
Yell” (a medical insurance product) and “Grand Road” (a single premium whole-life insurance
product), remained strong. Premium and other income stayed at the FY2010 level – FY2011
was a year with favorable sales – although we expected a more conservative scenario at the
beginning of FY2011 given the negative impact of the earthquake.
Investment gains and losses improved towards the end of FY2011, although we had a series of
large fluctuation factors during the period. Also, we made progress in improving cost-efficiency
ahead of schedule. Affected by items in relation to changes in corporate tax rate, ordinary profit
significantly increased year-on-year but net income increased slightly – almost at the same
level as FY2010.
Next, regarding Dai-ichi Frontier Life, ordinary revenues increased by 63% year-on-year thanks
to steady sales of fixed annuities. However, ordinary loss and net loss increased to 28.2 billion
yen and 28.5 billion yen, respectively, because of (1) net losses associated with reinsurance
(reinsurance income received less reinsurance premium paid) for DFL’s variable annuities sold
in the past and (2) provision for contingency reserve to improve the level of internal reserves.
TAL’s new business continued to grow and lapses stabilized during the period, leading to strong
growth in premium and other income year-on-year. TAL’s operating expenses also grew
because lapse and claims increased more than we initially planned as a result of the weaker
than expected economic growth in the Australian economy. Finally, declining interest rates had
the largest single impact on TAL’s net income reported in its statement of earnings that
increased significantly year-on-year.
Please turn to page 6.
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I will explain about our earnings guidance for the fiscal year ending March 2013.
The current fiscal year represents the second half of the two-year medium-term management
plan and also the 110th anniversary of our foundation. However, the domestic and overseas
markets remain highly uncertain and so we cannot take an optimistic view of their trends.
Therefore, with regard to guidance for FY2012, we forecast our ordinary revenue to decline but
net income to increase, as compared to FY2011 under conservative assumptions.
We forecast ordinary revenue of stand-alone Dai-ichi Life to decline against FY2011 as we
anticipate sales of whole life insurance to decrease. But we expect our growth areas, including
the third sector business, bancassurance business and overseas businesses (TAL in particular),
to continue to grow in FY2012.
We forecast net income of stand-alone Dai-ichi Life to increase yen year-on-year due mainly to
the improvement in net investment income. However, we anticipate our consolidated net
income to increase by only 4.6 billion yen year-on-year as we recorded an extraordinary gain
on step acquisitions of TAL in FY2011, which we cannot expect to have in FY2012.
With regard to shareholder return, we expect to pay dividends at the rate of 1,600 yen per
share, the same amount as the previous year.
Please turn to page 8.
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I will explain our European Embedded Value as of March 31, 2012.
Compared to March 31, 2011, our group EEV increased by 221.2 billion yen to 2,661.5 billion
yen as of March 31, 2012, consisting of adjusted net worth of 1,867.0 billion yen and value of inforce business of 794.4 billion yen.
Adjusted net worth increased by 412.7 billion yen due to increased unrealized gains on securities,
mainly bonds, as a result of lower domestic and overseas interest rates.
Value of in-force business decreased by 191.5 billion yen – although we recognized the positive
effects of (1) improved operating expense ratio and (2) acquisition of new policies, these effects
were more than offset by the negative impact of the decline in long-term interest rates.
Please turn to page 9.
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TAL’s EEV as of March 31, 2012 increased to 136.4 billion yen.
TAL continued to acquire new policies and interest rates in Australia lowered, which enabled TAL
to achieve a high level of growth in its EEV. Also, TAL’s EEV almost reached the book value of
stock issued by TAL and held by Dai-ichi Life and, therefore, we can expect a positive
contribution from TAL to the group EEV even after the book value offset in the not-too-distant
future.
Please turn to page 10.
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I will explain about movement of EV compared to March 31, 2011. First, starting from adjusted
EV at the beginning of FY2011, the increase due to “value of new business” is 187.7 billion yen,
and another increase due to “expected existing business contribution” is approximately 313.8
billion yen.
Items from “value of new business” to “non-economic assumptions change”, amounting to
approximately 536.5 billion yen in total, were attributable to our management actions and, so,
can be regarded as organic growth. The organic growth rate, or operating RoEV, reached
22.3%.
Economic variances of 343.0 billion yen represent the negative effect of declines in interest
rates offset by the positive impact of an increase in unrealized gains.
Please turn to page 11.
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I will explain about movement of value of new business (NBV).
NBV for the Group increased by 29.6 billion yen compared to previous fiscal year to 187.7 billion
yen. New business margin increased by 0.47 points to 5.89%.
The increase was mainly attributable to consolidation of TAL. Looking at each group company,
Dai-ichi Life on a non-consolidated basis increased its NBV mainly due to its improvement in
surrender and lapse rate, etc. and the reduction in corporate tax rates. In addition, Dai-ichi
Frontier Life turned its negative NBV in FY2010 to positive in FY2011, by increasing sales of
foreign currency-denominated fixed annuities with certain profitability.

From the next slide, I will explain about the management strategies of Dai-ichi Life group, first by
looking back what we achieved under the current medium-term management plan and, then,
explaining about the FY2012 operating plan and action plans laid out to accelerate growth.
Please turn to page 13.
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This slide summarizes our medium-term management plan.
We have come to the halfway point of the two-year medium-term management plan. Taking into
account the changes in business environment during the year, we updated some parts of the
plan.
Today, I will explain about our measures for (1) growth, (2) operating efficiency, and (3) further
financial soundness.
Please turn to page 14.
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I will explain about our measures for the recovery of our customers affected by the Great East
Japan Earthquake. We utilized all available resources and placed top priority on operations for
the customers affected by the earthquake. Consequently, we verified the whereabouts for
99.99%, or almost all, of the 860 thousand policies in-force in the severely damaged areas.
The total claims and benefits we paid in FY2011 was 1.7 trillion yen, which includes 14.9 billion
yen of those to be incurred in relation to the earthquake. Moreover, we have almost completed
payments of claims already filed by the policyholders affected by the earthquake.
In addition, our headquarters and branch offices together supported the customers in a grace
period for premium payments in relation to the earthquake and, also, sales representatives
provided considerate consulting to the customers. Consequently, a larger portion of the
customers in the grace period chose to continue their policies when compared to the Great
Hanshin - Awaji Earthquake.
Please turn to page 15.
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In the process of supporting customers affected by the earthquake, we reaffirmed the
importance to stand by and call upon customers and make efforts to increase the frequency of
customer contacts. Also, what we reaffirmed totally matches the concept of our “New Total Life
Plan“ strategies.
The “New Total Life Plan” strategies represent our comprehensive marketing strategy. The
concept of the strategies is to (1) expand our customer base and supply products that suit
customer needs, (2) align all marketing channels to provide a wide range of services and (3)
make best proposals to the customers in light of their life and policy stage.
We had made progress in implementing the “New Total Life Plan“ concept even before the
earthquake. I will explain about the progress from the next page.
Please turn to page 16.
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This slide shows the effect of introducing new products to respond to changes in customer needs
in light of changes in the Japanese population.
This graph shows the distribution by age of insured persons of our new business. The line graph
indicates the distribution of our new business for the year prior to our demutualization, the bar
graph indicates the distribution of our new business for the last fiscal year, and plane backed
graph indicates the Japanese population composition.
You can see that while “Junpu Life” has appealed to our core target customers, new products
such as “Medical Yell” and “Grand Road” have appeal to market segments other than our existing
customer base.
Moreover, by strengthening the consulting capability of our sales representatives, we can market
“JunpuLife” to its core target through referrals from the policyholders who have bought our new
products such as “Medical Yell”.
Please turn to page 17.
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From both “hard” and “soft” aspects, we set out measures to connect distribution channels and
make the best proposals to the customers in light of their life and policy stage.
As a new action plan for the current fiscal year, we will Introduce a new tablet-type mobile PC
named “DL Pad”. This will enables us to strengthen our consulting ability and provide more
customer-friendly procedures.
As one of our experimental initiatives we opened face-to-face retail outlets named “total life
planning shop” for customers who cannot easily contact us during weekdays. In the current
fiscal year, we will increase the number of these shops to twelve by the end of June. In
addition, we will locate teller windows at branch offices throughout Japan. Furthermore, we will
accelerate multi-channel distribution for better customer service, combining the strength of
sales representatives with DL Pads, call centers and financial planners.
We will revise the rating system of sales representatives to focus more on their training system
and link their compensation more closely to the Company’s profitability.
Please turn to page 18.
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Over the next few slides, I will review results achieved by promoting the New Total Life Plan
strategies.
The graph on the left shows the trend in the number of sales representatives. You can see the
sales representatives with enhanced consulting skills have strengthened our sales channel as
its core.
The graph on the right shows the number of new policies per sales representative. You can
see we have improved the productivity of sale representatives as a result of improving their
consulting skills and introducing new products.
Please turn to page 19.
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the graph on the left shows the trend of customer satisfaction survey results conducted by a
third party. The customer satisfaction has improved for ten straight years.
The graph on the right shows the amount and rate of surrender & lapse for Dai-ichi Life on a
stand-alone basis. As I have told you earlier, we almost saw no negative impact of the Great
East Japan Earthquake to surrender and lapse. Rather, the amount of surrender and lapse
improved by 3.2% and the surrender and lapse rate stayed at almost the same level as that of
Mar-11.
Please turn to page 20.
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As part of our initiatives to strengthen our core businesses, we have steadily made progress on
our cost cutting measures.
Under the current medium-term management plan, we originally planned to reduce the fixed cost
portion of our operating expenses associated with insurance business by 15% in the five years
ending Mar-13.
At the beginning of FY2011, we established the “Five Changes” project. Under the project, we
implemented specific measures laid out in the table on the slide to strengthen customer contact
work and streamline operating expenses.
As a result, our cumulative cost reduction during the 4- year period ended Mar-12 was
approximately 45 billion yen – well ahead of the original schedule.
Please turn to page 21.
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With regard to our savings-type products, we have continued to launch new products to deal
with the changes in financial market, while promoting strict ALM and strengthening cooperation
with financial institutions. In the recent bancassurance market, sales of single premium wholelife insurance products have increased while that of variable annuities have decreased.
However, taking into account high ALM risk of certain kinds of single premium whole life, we
have expanded our lineup of foreign currency- and yen-denominated fixed annuities, instead of
introducing single premium whole life, and our new business substantially increased year-onyear.
Please turn to page 22.
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As we received many questions regarding DFL’s profit structure in the last conference call, I will make
supplemental explanation about it.
Savings-type products, mainly individual annuities which DFL sells through the bancassurance channel,
generate maintenance fee revenues in proportion to DFL’s assets under management every year. When
DFL’s AUM reaches a certain amount, the fee revenues exceeds fixed costs and will generate positive
expense margin. Fixed annuities also generate investment spread in addition to expense margin.
On the other hand, certain variable annuities which DFL sold in the past assumed high returns and are
accompanied by expenses such as provision for contingency reserve and risks relating to guaranteed
minimum maturity benefits (GMMB). More specifically, contingency reserve must be provided to a certain
level by law and provision for/reversal of policy reserve related to GMMB is recognized depending on
conditions of the financial environment.
Under such profit structure, we believe we will be able to generate profit by (1) strengthening risk control
of variable annuities, (2) shifting DFL’s product mix from “variable annuities as the core” to “two-pillars,
variable annuities and fixed annuities” as described in this slide, (3) steadily accumulating AUM, and (4)
reducing the burden of provision for contingency reserve (category III: the reserve for GMMB risk).
Please turn to page 23.
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I will explain our overseas businesses.
In this area, we will strive to realize certain synergies by connecting the dots of overseas
business and leveraging our know-how developed over the past one hundred years.
While leveraging the Group’s know-how accumulated over the years of its history, we will
strengthen growth strategies in the areas the Group has already entered and enhance the
management system of overseas businesses, including TAL.
Please turn to page 24.
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Now we summarize the status of our overseas businesses, including the scale, growth and
market position. As I have often explained to you, our overseas businesses have been growing
faster than we initially expected. Also, You can see our growth rate basically exceeded that of
our competitors in the respective overseas markets that we have already entered.
Please turn to page 25.
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Pages 25 and 26 show what we have done in each country to achieve growth higher than the
market and what we plan to do to accelerate growth.
Please turn to page 26.
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The yen appreciation and the maturing Japanese market have accelerated Japanese
companies’ overseas business expansion. Dai-ichi Life has positioned acceleration of its
overseas expansion as one of the most important group management issues.
Our overseas strategies focus on making a strong commitment to and making a proposals to
the companies we have invested in and taking necessary actions to accelerate growth of the
entire group. More specifically, we (1) provide our know-how to the overseas businesses to
help them establish their product and distribution strategies, (2) share short- and long-term
profit planning and (3) pursue common management targets. The management members of
Dai-ichi Life and overseas businesses periodically discuss management issues at our
Executive Management Board and share the sense of urgency in managing our overseas
businesses. In addition, Dai-ichi Life and overseas businesses exchange personnel and
strengthen their cooperation in the risk management and compliance area.
We’ll strive to become an life insurance group consisting of group companies with
competitiveness in their respective markets, leveraging on the group cooperation and mutual
trust.
Please turn to page 27.
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This slide shows the trends in Dai-ichi Life Group’s annualized net premium in force including
Australia’s TAL which is now a consolidated subsidiary.
As you can see, the amount is showing positive growth over time, with (1) a decrease in death
protection offset by (2) growth areas such as saving type products, third sector and overseas
business.
The graph is shown on ANP from in-force policies. However, on a profit basis, we expect our
growth businesses to account for 30% of consolidated profit by the end of fiscal year ending
Mar-16.
Please turn to page 28.
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I will discuss our investments.
Please look at the left graph, showing the composition of our general account portfolio. Our investment
portfolio continued to be built around a core of yen-denominated fixed income assets, under the concept
of ALM and strict risk management. As previously explained, we decreased currency-hedged foreign
bonds and increased yen-denominated bonds instead, compared to Mar-11, taking into account the
investment environment during the fiscal year.
The graph on the right shows our book value of domestic listed stocks. You can see how the reduction
has progressed.
Please turn to page 29.
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I will discuss our initiatives to increase the balance of bonds and extend bond duration.
The left graph shows the book value balance of yen-bonds and currency-hedged foreign bonds. As you
can see, we have steadily increased the balance of bonds in our general account, especially policyreserve-matching bonds. On the other hand, we reduced the balance of foreign bonds with currency
hedges in the last fiscal year, as I mentioned earlier.
The right graph shows remaining years to maturity of our domestic bonds. We have steadily increased
the balance of super-long-term bonds and extended our bond duration. Consequently, while monitoring
the level of interest rates, we succeeded in reducing interest rate risk on economic value basis.
Please turn to page 30.
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This slide shows you the trend of our capital level on a non-consolidated basis. We have
accumulated internal reserves, including additional policy reserves, and also issued hybrid
capital in order to strengthen our capital base. While we reversed some portion of our reserves
for the last fiscal year as you can see in this slide, our capital level has exceeded that before
the credit crisis in 2008.
Moreover, based on economic value, our capital level compared to the risks has made
progress as well, through the reduction of risk volumes as a result of selling stocks and
extending asset duration, in addition to the improvement in value of new business and
unrealized gains on securities, as mentioned earlier.
Please turn to page 31.
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As explained earlier, we have placed top priority on the improvement in financial strength by
accumulating retained earnings and controlling risks, while monitoring accounting principles and
changes in capital regulations. In the future, in addition to the improvement in financial strength, we will
establish our own ERM structure that promotes strategic risk control, pursuing return matching each
division’s business and risk profile.
While the majority of market risk is attributable to price fluctuation risks associated with domestic stocks
and interest rate risks of domestic bonds, Dai-ichi Life group will reduce such market risks by controlling
risk assets and improving the sophistication of our ALM structure. Also, we will increase the weight of
insurance business risks by growing domestic and overseas insurance businesses, the key source of
our competitiveness.
Please turn to page 32.
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Lastly, I will explain about the establishment of the “Group Management Headquarters”.
On May 15, 2012, we announced the establishment of the “Group Management Headquarters”, the
organization which will undertake our next level group management.
Dai-ichi Life Group had previously announced that we would continue preparing for the establishment of
a holding company in April 2013 in order to improve flexibility in allocation of corporate resources, while
implementing measures for domestic growth areas and overseas businesses. However, as the external
environment became uncertain and the financial markets heightened their volatility, we reassessed
costs, workload and expected returns in running a holding company. As a result, we came to the
conclusion that we should prioritize accelerating initiatives for growth businesses with our talented
personnel over sticking to the original approach.
Of course, in case our business reorganization and consolidation in the Japanese life insurance industry
become a reality, an organizational structure under a holding company, we believe, can be an effective
tool for Dai-ichi Life Group to improve its corporate value with speed. Therefore, we will consider a shift
to an actual holding company system, when we reach the appropriate stage with well-established and
multiple business lines covering related costs of establishing the holding company.
This is the end of the presentation.
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